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President’s Message 
 by Louise Parsons, Corvallis, OR 
 
     As I write this, the winter snow is already plentiful in both the Cascades and Idaho ranges, 
holding promise for a good year for wildflowers in ‘07. I hope to see many of you in this 
incredible area.  
     Penste-ultimate thanks to Bob and Phoebe McFarlane, who have managed a very successful 
seed exchange. The 2006 list is impressive indeed, with choices to satisfy the most ardent of 
penstemon cravings. Ginny Maffitt and myself will now be managing the seed exchange jointly. 
Ginny has become known as “the seed lady” at the Berry Botanic Garden in Portland, Oregon. 
She has also been a North American Rock Garden Society seed stalwart with, quite literally, 
loads of experience in all aspects of handling seed. Domestic (US) seed does not require a permit 
and may be mailed at any time to Ginny at 15329 SW Sunset Blvd, Sherwood, OR 97140.  
     No words are adequate enough to thank Steve Hoitink for his many steadfast years of service 
as APS treasurer. It is easy to take folks like Steve who work so faithfully for granite. Indeed he 
has been part of the bedrock of APS for thirteen-plus years altogether. We owe a big bouquet of 
thanks to Barbara Lewis for all of her work in administering an impressive questionnaire. I hope 
that you all are responding to her excellent work. Although it is important to obtain a collective 
“body” of response, I also hope that the questionnaire can encourage ongoing communication. If 
a penstemon idea or desire comes to you at any time, don’t hesitate to write to any APS officer or 
board member. Thanks to Dwayne Dickerson and Phoebe and Bob McFarlane for setting their 
fingers to flying and doing the “big mailings”. Besides the seedex information, the mailings 
included the membership renewal reminder, a very thoughtful preliminary note to the 
questionnaire, and ‘07 annual meeting information. All mailings have met with excellent 
response. Hugh McMillan has made valuable suggestions for both the webpage and our 
membership data base that is continually upgraded and updated by Dwayne.  
     APS past-president Bob Pennington has agreed to facilitate what promises to be an exciting 
and species-rich 2008 Annual Meeting . He proposes to center the meeting out of Ely, Nevada, 
county seat of White Pine County. If you would like to help out, contact Bob at 
Aguafrianr@aol.com phone 505-983-4831, fax  505-983-3593. You could come by Agua Fria 
Nursery Store to contact Bob if you are so fortunate as to visit Santa Fe. Bob really has the “good 
stuff” -plants and trekking spots --well in hand. Even so, local tips of any kind and help with 
logistics is always welcome.  
     Julie Shapiro recently posted a very important message to the penstemon community on 
Penstemon-L. She quoted from a December 13 Denver Post article, “Graham's penstemon's 
future will also be decided shortly. This gorgeous wildflower grows only in the oil shale areas of 
the Uinta Basin of Colorado and Utah and has been officially waitlisted for Endangered Species 
Act protection for 30 years. There are fears that Interior will drop it from the list, claiming no 
threats are present." (The Denver Post Online denverpost.com). Downplaying of status for 
Penstemon grahamii alerts us to the idea of conservation efforts on the part of APS. For starters, 
have you "Hugged" your favorite native plant societies, botanic gardens, land trusts, or other 
organization whose mission includes conservation? I believe that issues of plant conservation 
bridge political affiliation and ideology. As Bob Pennington recently pointed out on Penstemon-
L, APS should have an active role as an advocate for penstemons. This can be done in a 
completely non-partisan way. The challenge is to be visionary enough to bring about a 



 

recognition that goals of economic vitality and conservation need not always be at odds with 
each other. 
     Finally I want to remind everyone of two Internet penstemon resources. Don’t forget that APS 
now has a webpage at www.penstemon.org  I am the “webmistress” and encourage 
contributions to the page such as interesting penstemon links or 
sources of information. I also encourage critique and ideas for our best use of this wonderful 
resource. Penstemon-L is an international discussion list open to all penstemon enthusiasts. It 
currently has about 155 members. Message traffic is light and generally very well focused on 
topics related to penstemon. Though the list encourages APS membership, it is independent and 
sponsored through the generosity of  Utrecht University Botanic Garden and the Netherlands 
Information Consortium. The list has a growing collection of penstemon photos at the Utrecht 
FloraPix site, where you can also enjoy and learn from a diversity of plant pictures, including 
alpines, arisaema, trillium, bulbs, and many more. Briefly, the list works like this: Members e-
mail messages to Penstemon-L. The Listserv robot instantly distributes the messages to all 
members who are set to receive Penstemon-L mail. If you need to be away from your computer, 
it is possible to temporarily go on “nomail” status. If you would like to join the Penstemon-L list, 
write to me at parsont@peak.org  I prefer to subscribe people “by hand” because it helps with 
trouble shooting any problems that might arise. It also keeps the list tidy and free of spam. When 
you are subscribed, you will receive two automated welcome messages explaining list features in 
detail.  
     My very best wishes for a Happy, Healthy, and Penstemon-filled 2007! 
 
 
 

Idaho Preview Treks in 2006 
by Louise Parsons, Corvallis, OR 
 
     South Central Idaho is a botanically rich area that is off the beaten path. In preparation for the ‘07 
Annual meeting/trek, I was fortunate to make two quick trips during late June and early July. Ginny 
Maffitt and Dwayne Dickerson also made separate trips to the area and have provided valuable 
observations. My first trip focused on the Mackay area. This is an unspoiled area rich in flora, but alas, 
accommodations and meeting spots were too few.  
     It was a long day, but I drove from Corvallis via US 20 through Bend and Burns, with some quick 
stops east of Bend to view some thick stands of Penstemon speciosus. At Ontario, I got onto I-84, driving 
through Boise, then back on US 20 at Mountain Home to head into the wilds. There is a large gas station 
north of the freeway at the exit. It is very advisable to make a fuel stop because there are lonely stretches 
without facilities ahead. Mountain Home is also your last chance for any large stores, as there are --
blissfully in my opinion --none in the Stanley-Ketchum area. US 20 climbs out of the Snake River Plains 
over a rugged area of exposed granite from the famous Idaho batholith. Speaking of rocks and landscape, 
I enthusiastically recommend the popular, non-technical, “Roadside Geology” series. David Alt and 
Donald Hyndman’s “Roadside Geology of Idaho” was at my side, along with my treasure-trove of 
penstemon books. I could not imagine this trek without Dee Strickler’s “Northwest Penstemons”. I 
especially like the line drawings that help with the challenges of ID. Drawings highlight and simplify so 
many of the diagnostic features. US Highway 20 is a winding road with some lengthy, steep, climbs. The 
scenery is open and spectacular. I rubber-necked for penstemons, but did not find any for quite some time. 
As you travel east, the rocks get ever-younger –a beautiful trek through some sixty million years at least.  



 

     On my first trip over the third weekend in June, I went direct to Mackay. Just west of Carey, there are 
some rocky road cut areas with abundant plantings of pale pink Penstemon palmeri, with bright splashes 
of scarlet-orange P. eatonii. Originally planted by the highway department decades ago, they have 
naturalized in otherwise bare, rocky, areas. In the early heat, the P. palmeri fragrance was intense. West 
of Arco, you pass by the north end of Craters of the Moon National Monument. This area has very young 
basalt flows that have created a primitive, moonlike, landscape. Wildflowers were past bloom here 
because it warms up quickly in the spring. There was about ten miles of extensive road construction, 
which hopefully will be complete by summer of ‘07. The delay altogether was about a half-hour. At Arco, 
I took 93 north to Mackay, arriving in time for a late supper. After eating half of a large and very tasty 
“small” pizza from the Garden Patch Pizza, I spent a comfortable night at Wagon Wheel motel. The 
rooms have small fridges, so I was able to tote my leftover pizza and cold water and juice for lunch next 
day. I got up early to watch the sunrise on Borah Peak. The road to the trailhead takes off to the east from 
Highway 93, about 22 miles north of Mackay. As the gravel road climbs out of the Big Lost River Valley, 
you can find Penstemon eriantherus var. redactus in the limestone and marble scree along the road cut. 
Going east from 93, just north of the road to the Borah Peak trailhead is Doublesprings Pass Road. There 
is a sign to the Earthquake Fault Interpretative Area. That is an interesting stop, with all of the details and 
evidence of a 1983 earthquake that produced a fault scarp along the western base of the Big Lost River 
Range. Traveling on east, just past the center, you can find Oenothera caespitosa, with huge, floppy pink 
flowers, growing in gravel along the road. There were also some gorgeous erigerons that I couldn’t 
identify. Some resembled E. linearis, but with bright, blue-violet, rays. Others were equally compact, but 
had spatulate leaves. And I did not even tackle eriogonums! Remember, we are in an area where three 
major North American floristic and physiographic provinces meet: Rocky Mountain, Cascades, and Basin 
and Range. I could have brought a library with me. As you climb towards the summit, there are several 
species of penstemons along the road. Unfortunately, this road has small turnouts, making viewing by 
large groups impractical. Penstemon pumilus is very tiny, with densely hirsute leaves and rich, blue-
purple, blooms with distinctive white “faces”. Penstemon procerus and P. humilis are also abundant, 
along with electric-blue P. cyaneus. At the summit of the pass I found the area’s penstemon crown jewel. 
There is a large marble scree slope with Penstemon montanus var. montanus. Typical of Dasantheras, it 
is a real show-off of a plant with huge, vibrant, purple flowers and glaucous, toothed, leaves.  
     About 8 miles south from Mackay, off 93 at Leslie, is the eastbound road to the botanically-rich Pass 
Creek Summit. Look for a brown BLM road sign. The road passes through a tight and impressive canyon, 
Pass Creek Gorge. It is a good gravel and dirt road, but is one-way, with small turnouts. For those wishing 
to do some hiking, there is a small trailhead (no water or facilities) at Bear Creek. There are hiking 
options at the summit also. Because the gate into Logistica Group Camp was locked, it was fortunate that 
I had parked at the summit (alas, only room for a limited number of cars) and walked the small 
northbound spur road. Along the road cuts there are Penstemon eriantherus var. redactus, and scattered P. 
procerus var. procerus, yellow paintbrush, and Mertensia longiflora. Among the giant, very fragrant, 
deep purple and blue lupines, I found occasional albinos. Towards the camp gate it becomes damp and 
partially shady, with at least two larkspur species, monkshood, and columbines in abundance. I had 
assumed that the latter are Aquilegia formosa, until I found some that were oversized and all-orange –
perhaps they are the leavings of either a settler, a sheepherder, or a rogue. Or perhaps they are a natural 
sport. 
     After receiving glowing reports from Ginny, I decided to look over Stanley on my second trip. It was 
the weekend right before the 4th of July and I had a difficult time finding accommodations. I was able to 
manage one night in Stanley and the second night in Arco. Between Ginny and myself, we found about a 
dozen penstemon species, with Ginny having spotted most of them on her trip. With penstemon-hunting 
there is always a dilemma: many of the species prefer lower areas and road cuts. Though many 
penstemons are rock-loving, few are actually alpine. Now most of us are also crazy about alpines and 
rock garden plants. Often as not, by the time snow melts in the alpine areas, the more numerous 
penstemons are well past-blooming. Fortunately, this area of Idaho offers enough elevation contrast and 



 

access to view a fine variety of wildflowers, even if we are early for viewing alpines. According to the US 
Forest Service, three sensitive plant species are endemic to the Stanley Basin: Stanley Whitlow Grass 
(Draba trichocarpa), Stanley Thlaspi (Thlaspi aileeniae), and Guardian Buckwheat (Eriogonum 
meledonum). In boggy areas and seeps, look for the tiny Spoon-leaved Sundew (Drosera intermedia). It 
tends to hide under grass a bit, but is enchanting.  
     I visited Redfish Lake Interpretative center, a very nice facility with a bookstore and very helpful staff. 
On Ginny’s cue, I think I found the P. wilcoxii and also some P. globosus right near the center. I explored 
around Stanley lake, finding some access spots to the wet meadows that glowed with flowers. Going west 
on 21, I found parking and access at Park Creek overlook. It is a short walk down to the wet areas with 
abundant P. rydbergii. There is P. procerus right at the parking area. I also followed the road north of 21 
up Stanley Creek. Right at the Anderson Gulch Road gate (it is private), I found one of the most beautiful 
patches of Allium acuminatum imaginable. It was a very low and dense form, with bright magenta balls of 
flowers. Back on highway 21 further west, the Vadar Creek rest stop also has plenty of room for parking 
and good access to the wet meadows with more P. rydbergii and sheets of shooting stars. I looked 
carefully for sundews, but they were just beginning to emerge. Both rest stops on highway 21 have 
Frasera speciosa, a very handsome, white-flowered, member of the gentian family. Everywhere the 
views of the Sawtooths are spectacular. They are enchanting in their ruggedness and subtle pink cast. The 
beauty of these mountains will melt the heart of even the Rocky Mountain dwellers amongst us. I had to 
tear myself away to head south on 75 to Ketchum. Along this highway are several excellent penstemon 
stops. The best bet is to wait to find the scenic viewing areas that have room to park. At Galena Summit, 
there are rocky exposures with colorful paintbrush and gorgeous Habroanthus that I am not certain that I 
completely sorted out. Some resembled P. payettensis, with sigmoid anthers. Others went more towards 
P. cyaneus, with anthers not dehiscing fully. I kept thinking of Ken and Robin Lodewick’s advise that 
you often have to look at many penstemons to identify a single one. In any case, they are show-stoppin’ 
gorgeous, with incredible shades of the richest blues.  
     Sawtooth Botanical Garden is a small gem of a garden located about two miles south of Ketchum. 
Going south, look for it at Highway 75 and Gimlet Road, just after you pass a trailer park. Life is ever full 
of pleasant surprises. Now who would think to find a beautiful, hand-carved Tibetan Prayer Wheel in the 
wild, wild, west in Idaho? But upon contemplation, why not? The Garden of Infinite Compassion is a 
brand-new rock alpine garden and contemplative garden with a beautiful watercourse. The centerpiece of 
the garden is indeed a colorful, hand-carved, Tibetan Prayer Wheel. Other gardens include exuberant beds 
featuring well-adapted, dry and high-land plantings, and an herb garden that delighted the senses in the 
warm sun. And of course there are penstemons. The facilities are beautiful, with a meeting room 
adjoining a greenhouse. Once again, it was difficult to tear myself away.  
     On my way home, Oregon penstemon stops tempted me. Leaving the freeway at Ontario, I returned 
via US 26 through John Day and Ochoco Summit, both old geology and surveying stomping grounds. 
East of John Day there are wonderful splashes of deep orange Ipomopsis (Gilia) aggregata.  Just west of 
Ochoco Summit are colorful highway plantings of non-native P. strictus and P. eatonii. I took a couple of 
quick detours to find P. speciosus, P. deustus var. deustus, and P. gairdneri. The latter is instantly 
recognizable for being the only penstemon with alternating (rather than opposite) leaves. If you travel via 
Highway 26 and have more time, a stop at Big Summit Prairie is rewarding. I digress from my Idaho 
travels a bit more, but I must mention another route: For the true wanderer, the drive from John Day to 
Burns, via 395, through Seneca, is loaded with penstemons, wildflowers, and geology. The road climbs 
through 180 million years of spectacular exposure with jade-green serpentine cliffs, colorful melanges 
and metasediments, chippy black slate, the total assortment of ancient volcanics, and younger volcanics 
such as tuffs as you head into Burns. Years ago, we did loads of surveying in this area. The flora is 
incredible in its variety. A choice day of finding P. seorsus and Pinguicula vulgaris in bloom is vivid in 
my memory. This area and nearby Strawberry Mountain, hold potential for a gathering in the future.  
 

 



 

APS 2007 Annual Meeting: “I’d Go to Idaho” 
June 22 to 24. 2007 
by Louise Parsons, Corvallis, OR 
 
     Specific plans are subject to change, participants will be informed. Good Idaho Maps and driving 
directions/suggestions to reach the area will be mailed to participants in advance. 
     The Venue.  Central Idaho is the meeting ground for three major biogeographic regions (Cascades, 
Rocky Mountain, and Basin and Range) We will encounter species and habitat diversity. Miniature 
“Rocky Mountains” with glaciated peaks; valleys with streams, fens, and bogs; and sagebrush flats --all 
beckon. Between us, Ginny and I found more than ten penstemon species in the area. Be sure to visit 
APS Idaho webpages at www.penstemon.org  There are Idaho photo pages and a new “Resources” 
page to help with planning.  
 
Weather, Gear, and Apparel. Early summer in the Sawtooth area brings highly variable weather. Days 
can be quite warm, into the eighties, but afternoons can be windy and nights are chilly. Afternoon winds 
typically die down by 4 or 5 PM. Afternoon thunderstorms are also a possibility at this time of year. 
Lightweight rain gear is advised.  This is high and dry country, but we will visit some wet areas too. An 
ample water bottle or canteen is always advised. June sun can be intense. You will want a hat, sunscreen, 
and insect protection. Stout, waterproof, shoes or lightweight boots are advised. Hiking choices can (and 
should!) be made to your own fitness and comfort level. Both a hand lens and a large reading glass 
enhance wildflower viewing. You will want to purchase and tote your lunch. There are no large grocery 
stores in the Stanley area.  I suggest that you provision in advance a bit with some easily portable food 
bars, canned drinks or the like. Stanley does have an excellent bakery and it opens at 7AM. There is also a 
small, local grocery at Mountain Village right in Stanley and one at Redfish Lodge. Ketchum/Sun Valley 
has more breakfast options and grocery stores such as Albertsons. In both areas, many campsites are 
“primitive”, but very nice. If you plan to camp, bring plenty of drinking water/jugs and be fully-outfitted.  
         
Summary Schedule and Activities. Friday, June 22 Introductory talk at Redfish Lake Visitor Center. 
At Mile Post 185 on Highway 75, south of Stanley, follow sign and drive west 2 miles. There is an 
opportunity to shop at the center, which stocks such goodies as local guide books, nature books, 
postcards, and hiking and US Forest maps. Introductory talk by naturalist and interpretative assistant 
Bernice Hartz, who frequently leads wildflower hikes in the area. Group Dinner at Bridge Street Grill in 
Lower Stanley (208 774-2208). Friday night: Stay in Stanley or Lower Stanley. Participants are 
responsible for arranging their own accommodations.  Saturday June 23: Breakfast at "The Bakery" 
(Stanley Baking Co.) is recommended. They open at 7AM! Here you can also purchase something to 
munch on for lunch. Meet at 8:30 AM at the Redfish Lake Trailhead parking lot  to carpool. Near Mile 
Post 185 on Highway 75, follow sign and drive west 2 miles. Trailhead is on the North (right) side of the 
road.  Saturday, mid-afternoon: Travel via Hwy 75 south to Ketchum/Sun Valley, allowing for 
penstemon stops and time to check in to your lodging in Ketchum/Sun Valley area. Saturday evening:  
6:00 PM Chinese Buffet Group Dinner at Pandas 515 East Avenue North, Ketchum.  Saturday Night: 
Stay in Ketchum/Sun Valley area.  Sunday, June 24 Morning:  8:30 meet in Ketchum, depending 
upon bloom TBA, probably the Lake Creek Trailhead on the west side of Hwy.75.  Sunday day: 
Exploring Wood River Valley and surrounding area. Bring lunch, water, and gear.  Sunday: 5:00 PM 
Meet at Sawtooth Botanical Garden for a tour, an Italian buffet, and APS annual meeting. We will have 
a short meeting, followed by a talk by Dr. Andrea Wolfe, who will bring us up-to-date on her penstemon 
research. Note: parking is limited at the garden, please carpool where possible. Sunday night: Stay in 
Ketchum or Sun Valley, unless you are on a tight schedule and need to head on out. It is approximately 
a three-hour drive to Boise from here. 



 

 "After Trip" Monday June 25: . Optional "after trip" to Mackay, possibly via Trail Creek road. Be sure 
to gas up in Ketchum. Again, it is suggested that you purchase some  mini-meals such as food bars, or 
some peanut butter and fixings or whatever your favorite “packout” foods are. Mackay does not have 
much at all in the way of a grocery. There is little of anything there that opens early. Trail Creek is a 
rough road, not recommended for rental cars. Four-wheel drive is not necessary, but a stout vehicle, 
good tires, and some "back road" skill is. Alternative paved route from Ketchum to Mackay passes by 
Craters of the Moon National Monument and through Arco. Peak bloom at the Monument will most 
likely be past, but it is an interesting geologic stop --out of this world; kids young and old love it! In the 
Mackay area, Pass Creek Summit, though botanically rich, is a one-way road with SMALL turnouts. 
Close car caravaning will not be practical. Double Springs Pass road is a little better, but also has only 
limited room to stop. Spreading out some and being more self-sufficient is always a MUST. However, a 
buddy-system is highly recommended. As is often the case in western mountains, spring thunderstorms 
can quickly turn any of these unpaved roads into a limey quagmire capable of trapping ANY vehicle. 
Watch the weather, especially watch for cloud “buildups”! This part of the trek is recommended for the 
experienced or self-sufficient only. Monday night: Stay in Mackay or nearby Arco if Mackay is full. If 
there is sufficient interest, group order-from-the menu dinner can be arranged at Garden Patch Pizza 4243 
Hwy 93 Mackay, ID 83251 Phone: 208-588-2621. Tuesday June 25: Explore Mackay. Local APS 
member Patty Slayton has loads of ideas and will help us. Plan on a breakfast (also not included in 
registration) at Amy Lou's Steakhouse 503 W. Custer St. Mackay, ID 83251 Phone: 208-588-3185. 
 
A registration form is enclosed. More details and any updates will be sent to registrants. Please feel free 
to contact me with questions or suggestions. E-mail is best, I’m out a lot and not much good at telephone 
tag. My e-mail is parsont@peak.org (Note that it does not spell my name correctly.) For purposes of 
meal and tour planning, please register by February 28. Carpooling is strongly encouraged. 
 
Accommodations. We will be at the beginning of the tourist season. Although the “high season” begins 
after the 4th of July, this is a very popular area for weddings, reunions, and other gatherings. Reservations 
are best made as soon as possible. This is an area of high demand, so bargain rates are scarce. Lower 
Stanley 



 

is right next to Stanley, very convenient to everything and yet offers more modest-priced 
accommodations such as cabins. The total number of rooms in the area is relatively small! There is 
abundant camping in the area, but the best spots can fill-up early. Camping reservations are advised. 
Whatever you do, always get a confirmation number and agreed price in writing. This area is less 
“connected” than other venues, so investigate accommodations listings carefully. Only few places allow 
for on-line booking.  
Note the early registration deadline of February 28!!  I must provide a count for the tours and planned 
meals by that date. After that date, things are very iffy indeed. Registration Form is enclosed on a 
separate page. 
 
Louise Parsons 
parsont@peak.org 
1915 SE Stone Street 
Corvallis, OR 97333 
541-752-7515 
cell 541-602-6108 
   
  
 

REGISTRATION FORM  
American Penstemon Society 2007 Central Idaho Annual Meeting  
June 22 to 24, 2007 
 
Note the February 28 advised deadline. Although the beginning of the high tourist season starts with 4th of July, 
this is a beautiful and popular area for weddings and family gatherings. Stanley/Lower Stanley, and Ketchum/Sun 
Valley can become booked-up quickly. You MUST secure your own lodging or camping reservations WELL IN 
ADVANCE. APS Cancellation policy: meeting and meal facilities have been secured in advance. We’ll try to be 
flexible, but if late cancellation incurs expenses for APS, as is likely by March, a full refund might not be possible.  
 
Names of Registrants:_______________________________________ 
 
 Address:_________________________________________________  
 
Phone:________________ 
 
E-Mail, please.( It will not be used for any other purpose): ____________________ 
 
Put me in touch with others by e-mail who might like to carpool or share facilities (circle one)  YES    NO  
 
Interested in “after trip” to Mackay area? 4-wheel drive not required, but some roads are rough! (circle one)   YES     
NO 
 

Events sign-up and fees. 
 
Friday Dinner (order from a full menu, but Bridge Street Grill in Lower Stanley  needs a count in advance) No. 
attending: __________ 
 
Saturday Chinese Buffet Group Dinner in Ketchum  $20.each 
 No. Attending: ___________      Total Cost: $___________ 
 
Sunday Annual Meeting/catered Dinner at Sawtooth Botanical Garden  $25.each. No. 
Attending:_____________   Total Cost: _______________ 
 



 

Other Meeting Expenses (mandatory for all participants) $25.each 
Total Attending: $___________   Total Cost: ______________ 
 
Total Cost $__________________ Payment  My/our check, (made out to APS) for $__________ is enclosed. 

 
All other expenses such as meals, accommodations, travel and  incidentals are the responsibility of each participant. 
Car-pooling is strongly recommended.Disclaimer (please sign below) This is a remote area with limited 
retail/grocery. Come provisioned and prepared! There are inherent risks involved in a trip of this nature, including 
but not limited to car problems, accidents and medical difficulties. Each participant registering must be responsible 
for his or her own well being and belongings. Keep in mind that at times, you may be hours away from a hospital 
during the trip. If you have any health issues that are of concern, you should discuss them with your health 
professional before you sign up for this trip. Information provided by the APS is believed to be from reliable 
sources, but each participant is encouraged to verify it for themselves. Each participant agrees by registering and 
signing below to hold the APS, its officers, agents and members harmless for any and all problems that may occur 
during the Annual Meeting and Field Trips. 
 
_____________________________________ 
Registrants Signature(s) 
 
You must be a current APS member to participate. Send completed registration form to reach me by February 28, 
2007: Louise Parsons 1915 SE Stone Street, Corvallis, OR 97333 parsont@peak.org 541-752-7515 cell 541-602-
6108  
 
 
New U.S. Rules for Importation of Small Lots of Seed 
by Louise Parsons, Corvallis, OR 
 
     The US Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) has enacted new rules for importing 
small lots of seed. I am indebted to NARGS past-president Joyce Fingerut for first bringing this to our 
attention on the Internet discussion list Alpine-L.  At first glance, this might not seem relevant to 
penstemaniacs. However there are important sources of penstemon seeds outside of the US. The APS 
wishes to encourage overseas and Canadian donors and will be in a position to import seed. Secondly I 
want to inform those members who might want to obtain seed of any kind from overseas or to participate 
in the seed exchanges of international garden clubs and plant societies, the new rules are a compromise. 
On one hand, anyone who imports even a small amount of seed must obtain a permit. On the other hand, 
the overseas provider no longer has to obtain a phytosanitary certificate. These certificates were costly. 
This new procedure encourages overseas donations to the APS SeedEx.  
     For those in the US who want to directly import seeds, the basic process is as follows. Each individual 
importer must apply for an “License to Import Small Lots of Seed.” On the plus side, the license is free 
and good for three years. Full details of how to apply for the permit can be found at:   
http://www.aphis.usda.gov/ppq/Q37/smalllotsseed.html  
 
     For your convenience, I will place this link on the APS webpage at www.penstemon.org. Individual 
importers will need to download  PPQ Form 587 (“Plant Protection and Quarantine”), then print and fill it 
out.  The form is very simple because APHIS has made a great effort to reduce paperwork. The completed 
and signed application needs to be sent to the address at the end of the instructions. Note that the permit 
does NOT have to list every taxa but can indicate "all acceptable taxa." Note that when “all acceptable 
taxa” is used on any permit, the responsibility falls entirely on the importer to determine which taxa are 
acceptable. Also note that a list of taxa must be provided by the exporter with each lot of seeds as it is 
imported. Fortunately, all penstemon seeds  will naturally be of garden origin or otherwise cultivated and 
therefore can be imported. In response to the application, a permit to import small lots of seed and several 



 

green and yellow mailing labels, with the address of the appointed Inspection Station already printed on 
them, will be mailed.  
     Each exporter (overseas supplier) will need  a photocopy of your import permit (copy ALL pages!), 
one green and yellow label for every 50 packets or less that is ordered, instructions, and a good, legible, 
address label. The supplier will be required to place inside the package of seeds: a list of species/hybrids, 
the copy of the recipient’s permit, and a printed label with the recipient’s name and address. Green and 
yellow labels, supplied to the importer by APHIS and then supplied to each vendor in turn, will be placed 
on the outside of the parcel, to direct the package to the proper Inspection Station. When dealing with a 
vendor who might be unfamiliar with the rules, it is advisable to include the summary of regulations and 
instructions found on the web page.  
     Seed must be clean and packaged in such a way that it may be easily inspected. If seed is bone dry -as 
it should be --it may be placed in small clear “zip lock” bags. The type used for beads and crafts or 
candies are available at craft stores or restaurant and food supply houses. For very small seeds, plastic is a 
nuisance for the static it generates. Anti-static plastic bags are available, but more difficult to find. Very 
clear glassine envelopes are also acceptable. The inspectors are looking for stuff that can cause damage 
such as insect eggs or other alien material. After inspection, the seeds are mailed on to the recipient. 
There is one small glitch that has been encountered in this new process so far. Although this permit is 
free, it was intended for the importer to pay the postage or shipping from the inspection station to the 
ultimate US destination for the seeds. I am getting conflicting information as to how that is to be 
accomplished. The consensus seems to be that it is a good idea to include a padded mailer with the final 
destination (US domestic) address that the inspector can simply place the seeds in and mail them along. 
This should have sufficient US postage affixed. There has been talk about setting up some sort of account 
to do this, but it won’t cost much to include the addressed and generously-stamped mailer along with the 
permit, special label, etc. that is sent to each exporter. In summary, the exporter sends seeds to a 
designated inspection station in the US, who, after inspection, sends them along to the importer.  
     What does this mean for APS?  A goal of the seed exchange is to encourage foreign donations. Alas, 
they have been scarce to non-existent in recent years. Now that overseas donors do NOT need to obtain a 
costly phytosanitary certificate, they are encouraged to donate seed. The APS SeedEx can easily handle 
the importation. The main extra requirement is that overseas donors will need to write to the seed 
exchange in advance of mailing their offerings in, to obtain the proper labels, paperwork, and packaging. 
There is no need to list species until the seeds are actually mailed to the exchange. If you are overseas and 
want to donate seed to the APS SeedEx, e-mail me at parsont@peak.org with your intentions and postal 
address. Be sure to mention APS SeedEx or penstemons in the subject so that your mail isn’t caught in a 
spam filter! We will send you the permit, instructions, a mailing label, and materials in advance. 
Additionally, if you have difficulties obtaining those small, zip-lock, bags, let me know and we can send 
some along with the permit and labels. Note that this process will require extra time. Fortunately, 
penstemon seeds store and keep well. Don’t hesitate to e-mail me with questions or clarification.  
     Don’t forget that Ginny Maffitt and I are now handling the APS SeedEx jointly. Domestic (US) seed 
does not require a permit and may be mailed at any time to Ginny at 15329 SW  
Sunset Blvd, Sherwood, OR 97140. 
 
 

Putting My Mouth on the Map 
by Bob Pennington, Santa Fe, New Mexico 
 
     A short while ago I suggested on the Penstemon L that it would be a good idea if many of us 
were to share locations for seeing penstemons. So here goes. 
      Touring the basins and ranges of Eastern Nevada in the summer is one of our favorite 
vacations, and a great place for finding penstemons as well. Frequently our first stop in Nevada 
is Cathedral Gorge State Park, on U.S. 93, near Panaca. It is rarely crowded and they provide 



 

excellent and welcome hot showers. Just a few miles north on #93 is State Road 320, or the 
Caselton Loop Road. Driving north on the loop you bypass the mostly abandoned town of 
Caselton, and then high power transmission lines cross the highway. This is the clue to start 
looking for Penstemon dolius on the west shoulders of the road, and up a couple of dirt roads. 
Penstemon dolius is quite small and the foliage blends well into the native soils, so you will need 
to get out of the car to see these beauties. Although they do bloom in early summer, it seems that 
they can also re-bloom if summer rains are timely. 
     Before heading further north, a trip to the south is worthwhile. Just a few miles south on #93, 
past the junction with Nevada 319, you come to a good dirt road heading east towards Beaver 
Dam State Park. A drive of 13.1 miles will bring you to healthy populations of Penstemon 
linarioides sileri (Mountain form). Both sides of the road have good numbers of plants, and they 
extend well up into the trees. A little further on, one comes to an old burn scar which sports the 
vastest array of Penstemon palmeri we've ever seen. Whether it's natural or the result of a reveg 
effort, it is an awesome sight. We've done little exploring in the Beaver Dam Mountains, but 
we've heard that it deserves a better look. 
     Back on #93, a short distance to the north of Pioche, is the State Historical Marker for 
“Jackrabbit”, which happens to be at road to Bristol Wells. About 2 miles to the west on a good 
dirt road, in the midst of Pinus monophylla, Cowania, and Peraphyllum, is one of two good sites 
for Penstemon confusus, on both sides of the road. The other site is located off the highway at 
“Wild Horse”, further up #93. At “Wild Horse” is a large open space, basically a borrow pit for 
the Highway Department. In the open space is lots of P. palmeri, while the P. confusus is located 
among the Pinons and Utah Junipers between the borrow pit and the highway. Penstemon 
confusus is definitely an early bloomer, and I've yet to see it bloom on site. 
     Ely is a great center for Penstemonophiles with many good spots nearby. Southwest of Ely on 
U.S. 6 is the Ward Mountain Area, a fine campground and a good site for seeing P. deustus, P. 
humilis, and P. pachyphyllus congestus. Further south on #6, shortly past State #18, is the White 
River Road. Proceeding about two miles up this wash boarded dirt road will bring you to the type 
location for Penstemon barnebyi. It's another short pent, frequently covered with splash and dust 
and not easy to see unless it is blooming. While there are P. barnebyi on both sides of the road, 
the south seems to be more productive. You could go cross country to Hamilton from here, but 
the roads are narrow, rough, and conducive to confusion. 
     Going back to Ely, take U.S. 50 west. The east portal to Little Antelope Summit, at the 
Moorman Ranch is a location for P. palmeri that is just about impossible to miss; while on the 
north side of the road is more P. humilis, and one of my favorite shrubs, the diminutive 
Petrophytum caespitosum. By continuing to the west you will come to the Hamilton/Ibipah 
junction. Park just after the first fork in the road, and walk onto the red and white clay barrens to 
the east of the Hamilton road. In the red clay is Penstemon thompsonii, another tiny fem while in 
the shite clays are the awesome crustose Lepidium nanums. 
     These are but a few of the locations that Jeni and I enjoy looking for on our trips through 
Nevada. We have more locations to share, but now we await eagerly, to read of the explorations 
of others. 
 
 

Troughs as Organic Creations 
by Ginny Maffitt, Sherwood, OR 
 



 

     Why not build a trough that looks like it emerged from the earth, perhaps carved from 
sedimentary rock?  Here is a twist on making a trough usually formed in a straight-sided 
container.  It can be any size, shape, texture or coloration.  During the preparation, you’ll be 
thinking this cannot possibly have a good ending—be prepared to be amazed! 
     If you’ve never planted your penstemons in a trough, you’ve been missing out on growing 
species that aren’t usually suited to your locale.  Some of the cultural benefits are being able to 
control the soil, light and water much more easily, as well as provide for winter cover from rain 
(snow is okay!)  It will showcase the littlest forms for visitors, so tiny treasures aren’t lost under 
floppy plants or crowded out by more vigorous roots.  If you’re gardening in limited spaces such 
as decks, balconies or patios, you’ll have room for quite a few of these containers.  You can 
create themed collections such as those seen at the Denver Botanic Garden by mountain ranges, 
colors, or foliage color.   
     These directions are condensed from the classes I teach at Berry Botanic Garden in Portland 
(Berrybot.org for seed lists, pictures, etc.)—and are hopefully not too wordy, but complete 
enough to be successful. Getting started is as easy as digging a hole!  You form its shape, pour in 
the hypertufa mix, cover with plastic and wait a few days.  If you don’t want to dig a hole, find a 
large deep container such as a 20-gallon plastic pot or recycling bin (at least 20” x 36” to give 
you scope).   
 
SUPPLIES: 
  *Portland Cement, Type I or II; 50 lb. bag (if you can find it) or larger if not.  This is the pure 
stuff with no sand or rock to add weight, but much more strength.  Store leftovers in a plastic bag 
and don’t leave it sitting on a concrete floor (turns into a boat anchor). 
TIP: if you make a small trough (about 12x12x12”), buy Vinyl Cement for $8 that comes in 
small buckets with tight lids—if anything is left over, it stores well. 
  *Large bag of perlite usually found in 4 square foot size.  Vermiculite can be used, but it is 
more hazardous to breathe.  Perlite’s white color will be tinted darker anyway. 
  *Several blocks of coconut fiber.  You’ll need about 4 gallons—about 2 blocks from garden 
stores.  Presoak this several hours beforehand, then squeeze out the lumps and drain off water. 
  *Mixing tub—a wheelbarrow is best.  It can be moved and is more reachable. 
  *Heavy plastic or tarp: line the tub with extra hanging over.  Two people can lift from each side 
for easier mixing. 
  *Plastic gloves and a mask:  don’t touch wet cement (even several days old) as it can burn skin; 
also don’t breathe the alkaline dust, that damages lung tissue. 
  *Clothes that go right into the washing machine later. 
  *Buckets for measuring dry ingredients and water: 2-gallon size is handiest. 
  *Shovel for digging the hole, stirring and scooping; plastic scoops cut from gallon plastic jugs 
are handy. 
  *Box of toothpicks: mark a dozen with pen at 1 ½” (read on below for purpose!) 
  *Bucket of potting mix and or sand 
  *Large pot or recycle tub if desired—when dry, one strong person can lift this. 
  *Bottle of concrete strengthener and package of fiberglass fibers if your trough is over 2’ long 
to add strength.  If it’s over 4’ long, plan to bend heavy mesh or wire as reinforcement in bottom 
and up sides for several inches covering with mix. 
  *Plastic to cover the product and a board to cover the in-ground version. 
  *Tools to shape finished product: screwdriver, paint scraper, wire brush, etc. 



 

BEGIN:  Dig your hole at least 12” in depth, width and length trying to leave bumpy, irregular 
walls (yep, this is Mudpies for Adults 101).   Of course larger is better as trough will stay wetter, 
cooler, or warmer longer.  For a first-time project, don’t go larger than the size of 20-gallon pot 
or recycling tub.  You will be forming walls about 1 ½” thick on all sides, so enter that into your 
hole size configuration.  If you want a more sedimentary look, pack the bottom of the hole and 
several inches up the side with wet sand.  Pack some wet potting soil further up the sides.  This 
will cling into the trough sides adding the organic look. 
 
PROPORTIONS AND MIXING: Plan to use the hypertufa mix all within an hour (set-up 
time.) Mix it in the lined barrow.  The ingredient ratios can vary from 1:1:1 (heaviest) to a lighter 
mix of 3:2:1. This is the ratio I use: 3 parts perlite, 2 parts cement, and 1 part coco fiber.  For a 
recycling tub size, use approximately 6 gallons perlite, 1 gallon of coco fiber mixed evenly, then 
sprinkle over 4 gallons of cement, stirring again.  For a very large container, mix in a big handful 
of strengthening fibers.  Add several cups of the liquid strengthener to the water. 
TIP: hold back a cup of dry mix to store in a sealed container to patch any thin parts you find 
after unmolding—it’ll match rest of container. 
     Begin wetting dry ingredients with 1 gallon of water, mixing well.  VERY gradually add 
possibly another gallon of water until you have a thick cookie-dough- crumbly mixture.  When 
you squeeze handful tightly, it should form a ball. 
 
CONSTRUCTION:  Scoop in enough mix to form the trough bottom about 1 1/2” thick, 
pushing tightly with gloved hands or hoe until firm.  Think of packing a sandcastle without 
bubbles and loose places. Work upwards in layers, packing each well.  The upper wall will be 
touching the dirt part of the hole. Build up walls as high as possible and finish the top to undulate 
irregularly.  Poke the toothpicks randomly checking that the depth of walls is a least 1 ½”.  They 
can be left in as you add in extra.  Shave off thick inside corners with a trowel.  If it’s overly 
thick, it will be heavier and won't have as much root-room.  Form at least 2 inch-wide drainage 
holes in the bottom (about every 6 inches)—even inserting small plastic bottle caps to hold 
spaces. 
ABOVE-GROUND FORMS: Using a large tub or planting box as the form, follow the same 
technique of a sand layer slightly up the walls, then form a dirt wall and a compost wall to the 
top.  Form the hypertufa mix up the walls in layers in the same fashion.  Any liner that gets 
incorporated into the wall just adds to organic look.  If you want a traditional trough, simply line 
the container with heavy plastic and add hypertufa.  When it is peeled off in a few days, pulling 
plastic liner off creates interesting vertical lines that can be deepened as you clean off too-square 
edges.  Form at least 2 drain holes about every six inches. 
CURING: Now carefully cover the trough in-ground with a garbage bag or other plastic, 
weighting it to stay put.  Cover it with a board to keep it cool and dark and so someone doesn’t 
fall in.  Store the moveable trough in a cool, dark place. The more slowly concrete cures, the 
stronger it becomes.  It is ready to unmold when you can’t scratch it with a fingernail, but a 
metal tool can still scratch it.  The product in a tub should be ready in 48 hours.  In-ground 
troughs cure more slowly—3-4 days at least. 
UNMOLDING: Dig away dirt from the in-ground trough so you (and a friend) can reach in and 
gently lift it up, not holding onto walls.  The tub should be tilted slowly out of the form over onto 
plastic, not letting it fall abruptly.  Hose off dirt and compost particles to expose the neat, 
sedimentary. At this stage, it is still fragile, so handle or scrape gently.  Enlarge the drain holes. 



 

Scrape off anything that looks squared off.  With flat-sided creations, you can carve in bas-relief 
by chiseling cement away from a drawn-on design (I once did a leaping NW native art style 
whale).  You can also make holes in the side walls for plants like Lewisias that don’t want water 
in their crowns or those that tumble like a vine…no more than 2” across.  This is the only 
window to shape your product before it becomes rock-like, but do it gently. 
 
WRAP:  Now, after soaking it with water (slows curing) wrap the trough in plastic and place in 
cool, dark place—outdoors when under 50 degrees—but not where it will freeze.  There is a 
chemical change now occurring for about a month.  However, it can be planted after a week if 
you pour vinegar over to de-alkinalize the surface—it will bubble nicely.  The curing continues 
well, of course, with the damp potting soil. 
 
PLANTING:  First cover the bottom holes with plastic gutter mesh—lasts forever. No rock 
needs to be added at the bottom.  Potting mixes vary by gardener, but the simplest and best (in 
my humble opinion and that of Rick Lupp of Mt. Tahoma Nursery) is coarse quarry sand.  It has 
some nutrients and no organic material to carry pathogens.  River sand has too many ‘fines’ and 
re-sorts itself into layers when watering.  If you’ve added planting holes on the side, fill sand to 
that level, push plant through hole from the inside and continue filling to the top.  
 
ROCKS: Add to the rugged, mountain terrain look, but use all of one kind for authenticity.  The 
DBG collects rocks from the site of seed collections to use.  Lay rocks and little potted plants on 
the ground first, mentally planning your miniature desert or mountain terrain.  Give it altitude 
also, like a bonsai planter.   
 
PLANTS: Choose compatibly growing species with similar growth patterns and sizes so slower 
ones aren’t overwhelmed.  Decide ahead of time on trough’s summer location so you’re aware of 
sun/shade patterns that will suit your plant collection.  Be sure they are acclimated to the site if 
planting in summer to avoid scorching leaves.  It’s nice to have some evergreens and those with 
a variety of blooming times.  Several genera can be used with weepers on the sides. There are 
trough gardening books for sale on the North American Rock Garden society (NARGS.org) 
website book section with great planting lists. (see list below).  DO NOT plant trees (ever) in a 
trough as the roots will quickly overwhelm perennials in a sneaky underground fashion.  I once 
pulled out 4 foot long masses of mini-willow roots in a large trough where nothing else was 
flourishing. 
PLANTING: Place the first rock starting in a corner. Massage the root ball into a flat shape, 
tucking roots deeply next to rock.  Jam next the rock tightly to plant according to plan, waiting to 
add soil until most are in and you are satisfied with overall plan.  I plant very tightly as you may 
lose some in future—and it’s much more difficult to re-plant later.  Use a gentle spray to soak 
trough.  Top-dress with crushed rock of your choice—there are many colors and types from 
which to choose.  This helps leaves to dry quickly and resist disease, while giving a handsome 
appearance.  Re-dress each spring. 
 
WATERING: This is the difficult part as penstemons can be so finicky about too much or too 
little.  I would continue the watering pattern you were giving potted plants before planting for at 
least a month. Then I taper off to weekly watering.  On torrid days, I might mist a trough that 
was soaked another day, after sun has gone over.  You don’t want to force lush growth—the 



 

plant doesn’t retain its natural shape and is more susceptible to disease. Each trough is raised off 
the ground onto concrete blocks. 
 
OVER-WINTERING:  In the Pacific NW, I cover non-native species when fall rains begin 
with rigid plastic panels.  Holes are drilled in each corner and stakes can be put in or outside the 
trough and connected by wire ties to the panel. Where I have a row of a dozen, we sunk 3’ fence 
posts on each end and middle, bolting on 2 pipes connecting posts.  Holes are drilled in centers 
of plastic panels so wires can tie them to pipes. Lighter pots are collected under a glass patio 
table.  Place them on inverted bucket lids or those plant display forms to avoid staining patio.  I 
leave troughs covered well into April.  The extra heat generates quick growth stimulating desert 
or mountain conditions my climate doesn’t provide.  This is how I’m able to bloom many 
penstemons from the Rocky Mountains to the SW deserts.  Even those from east of the Cascade 
Mt. range require snow or winter cover.  With a lot of trial and error, I’ve succeeded with about 
100 species so far—and am always trial-gardening more! 
FERTILIZER: This is a personal decision, but I’ve found that a small amount of time-release 
pellets in late spring stimulate more bloom in the very austere growing conditions of the troughs. 
 
BIBLIOGRAPHY: 
“Creating and Planting Garden Troughs” Joyce Fingerhut and Rex Murfitt, B.B.Mackey Books, 
PO Box 475, Wayne, PA, 19087 or NARGS.org:  bookstore 
 
“Handbook on Troughs” reprinted from Bulletin of the American Rock Garden Society articles 
by Joyce Fingerut and Gwen Kelaidis, NARGS.org:  bookstore 
 
 
 
 
Report about trips to the Teton Mountains and the Big Horn Mountains. 
By Thea Unzner, Germany 
 
     In July 2006, I took part in the International Interim Rock Garden Plant Conference in Snowbird, 
Utah. The first 2 days we were listening to many slide presentations. The most interesting for me was the 
report about Penstemons by Noel Holmgren. He has wonderful photos and, what's very important for me, 
the species name written below the pictures. 
     For the field trips from Sunday to Wednesday, we had the choice between 5 different destinations and 
Libby Wheeler and I decided to go to the Teton Mountains. Our guide was Bill King. 
     On Sunday morning our bus brought us from Utah to Wyoming. It was a long drive, we arrived in 
Jackson in the afternoon. On Monday morning we went by bus to the tram station in the mountains. The 
cable-railway took us to the height of about 3000 m. Half of our group wanted to hike higher, we stayed 
with Bill around the station on the slopes. There were so many flowers among the rocks and stones and 
all people took photos. Because of the heat and drought this summer some flowers we should have seen 
were already withered. We received a list with the names of plants, which are growing there and that was 
useful to identify the flowers. Those that were blooming nicely included: Zigadenus elegans, Castilleja 
sulphurea, Anemone multifida, Hymenoxis grandiflora, Ivesia gordonii, Pedicularis contorta, Aster 
alpigenus, Telesonix jamesii and many Erigerons. I saw Penstemon whippleanus and mats of blue 
Penstemon attenuatus var. pseudoprocerus, a very nice view with the white Achillea millefolium ssp. 



 

lanulosa in between.  Unfortunately the sky turned gray and some raindrops fell down from the dark 
clouds.  
     We went back to the tram station and had lunch there.  
The next morning we left Jackson and turned southwest back to Utah. We stopped at Tony Grove Lake, 
where the slopes round the lake were covered with wonderful carpets of flowers in all colors: Agastache, 
Arnica, Geraniums, Monardella, Aquilegia, Mertensia, Gilia, Castilleja, Clematis, Rudbeckia, Verartrum, 
Lupinus and Aster. There were also some Penstemon cyananthus, but they were looking very poor, deer 
or other animals had eaten most of the flowering stems.  
     After coming back to the hotel in Snowbird, they showed us in the evening digital photos of plants, 
and people and places from the five field trips. The new technique with the digital cameras makes it 
possible. 
     I was so glad that I was able to take part also in the post-conference trip to the Big Horn  mountains in 
Wyoming. We went from Snowbird to Riverton, the bus took us through Utah and SW Wyoming. On 
both sides of the road, were sagebrush steppe, gray and dry. 
     The next day we headed northwest from Riverton to the Shell Falls and continued east on US 14. 
There we found in a place several very large rocks, with colonies of Petrophytum caespitosum . Also 
Telesonix jamesii ssp. heucheriformis was growing in a crevice, blooming with red flowers.  
     Later near to the Granite Pass we came to a small stream, which we followed on both sides and found 
many flowers: Mimulus guttatus, Parnassia fimbriata, Arnica mollis, Castilleja pulchella, rhexifolia and 
sulphurea, Platanthera dilatata, Gentiana affinis and Saxifraga occidentalis. That was really a good place 
to take many photos! 
     After spending a night in Burgess Junction the bus brought us into the Hunt Mountains. To come to 
the height of about 3000 m we had to change cars, only a smaller one could go along the narrower road. 
We stopped at a steep rocky slope and found there again Telesonix jamesii besides Allium brevistylum, 
Oxyria digyna, Astragalus kentrophyta, Mertensia ciliata and some last flowers of Dryas octopetala var. 
minor. 
     On the next stop we found Aquilegia jonesii, unfortunately only with seed capsules, but the small 
rosettes of gray-green leaves are so decorative also without flowers.  Many Erigerons were growing 
everywhere, I saw E. peregrinus, but it is hard to identify all the other species of Erigerons or Asters. At 
the last stop I didn’t climb with the group higher to the Hunt Mountain Cliffs, because this elevation was 
high enough for me. They found there on the cliffs Kelseya uniflora. Fields of yellow Arnica 
accompanied us always on both sides of the road.  We didn't know the species' name, but it was 
fascinating, indeed. 
     We also had a list of plants we should see in the Big Horn mountains. Each evening, Betty Hall and I 
compared the names with the pictures in our plant books and thought about what we had seen that day. 
     After a second overnight stay in Bear Lodge Resort in Burgess Junction we set off for the Duncum 
Mountains. Fortunately it wasn't as hot as it was the days before.  
     Our guides led us to places, where many new plants were growing on the meadows or on the rocky 
slopes: Agoseris glauca, Eriogonum ovalifolium and umbellatum, Frasera speciosa, Aster alpigenus, 
Lupinus argenteus and another Lupinus with very short flowering stems, maybe L. pusillus? Finally at 
this place I discovered one of my favorites, Penstemon procerus. 
We saw again many Erigerons and Asters, which gave me always a headache about the names. We 
reached Cody in the afternoon and visited there the Buffalo Bill Museum.  
     The last day we turned at first to the north and then back to Riverton. On several stops we again saw 
many new flowers: Aster engelmannii and Aster integrifolia, Eriophyllum lanatum, Epilobium 
angustifolium, Artemisia frigida, Cirsium, Delphinium, various Castillejas and on a wet place 
Gentianopsis thermalis and Platanthera dilatata. On a rocky slope near the roadside a Penstemon was 
growing, I believe it was Penstemon cyaneus.  
     Nearer to Riverton we again had fields with sagebrush along the road, sometimes with yellow 
Rabbitbrush in between. 



 

What a great variety of flowers in Wyoming's mountains. On these two trips I have seen more than 100 
flowering plants and many others, which had already withered at the end of July.  
     In Riverton I said goodbye to all of the group. I wanted to stay in Wyoming with my relatives and 
relax before I had to fly back to Europe.  
     This trip to the Big Horn Mountains was indeed very well organized, we had competent guides and our 
tour manager, Elise Erler, took care of us like a mother. 
 
 
 

Robin Letters 
International Robin 
 
Libby Wheeler, Fayetteville, Arkansas 
November 19, 2005 
      
     I apologize for keeping the robin letter so long before answering. I’m involved in several volunteer 
organizations, and early fall is a busy time for all of them.  Fall has just ended in the Ozarks of Arkansas. 
We had a very dry summer, and even the large oak trees suffered. But just as we were giving up all hope 
of any colorful foliage, we had the first good rain since April, and the color appeared almost overnight. 
We had an October and November of warm days and cold nights, which helped make fall here very 
colorful and pleasant. The ginkgo tree in my yard was a show of golden leaves. But now I have piles of 
heavy oak leaves to rake and mulch and haul to the compost pile. 
     Last year I complained about too much water and consequent mildew on penstemon plants. This year 
it was too dry. My penstemons are in beds with other plants that require more moisture, so the pents were 
watered. But I lost all the P. strictus in the yard, and none of my P. angustifolius, which are part of Dale 
Lindgren’s study, bloomed. All my P. cobaea are dead, and even the trusty pinifolius had few blooms. I 
hope my pinifolius plants live 22 years as did Gunne-Bert’s and bloom better next year. I do have at least 
eight unidentified plants that I grew from seed from the APS exchange. They are alive and well but 
unidentified, so I hope they bloom next year. I’ve about decided that I will seek out only penstemon 
plants that are native to Arkansas and Oklahoma for my garden as I am tired of seeing plants die. But then 
I think that our climate is changing so rapidly that we don’t know just what will grow in any given 
season. My best penstemons are P. 'Husker Red' and P. digitalis, which grow like weeds. 
 
       Kari - I am sorry you lost so many conifers and rhododendron in last year’s harsh winter. I love 
rhododendron and persist in planting them here in Arkansas, where they are marginal growers as it is too 
hot and dry for them to flourish. But I bought four more plants this year to replace some that were slowly 
dying. I grew up on the east coast of the U.S., where rhododendron and mountain laurel are so lovely, and 
I keep trying to duplicate that here in Arkansas. I hope your badger problem is resolved. I’ve been told 
that fox urine is a good deterrent to squirrels (my problem), and I wonder if anything like that is available 
to you to control badgers. 
     I send greeting to you all for a Happy Thanksgiving (if you celebrate such), a Merry Christmas and a 
Happy 2006. I enjoy hearing news from this international robin letter. 
 

Kari Wang, Oslo, Norway 
January 3, 2006 
 
     Last Autumn we were forecast a wet, mild winter with ice and rain, but what  we got was more snow 
than we have had for the last 40 years. A few days ago I could not see people walking on the pavement on 
the road, thanks to all the snow we have had to shovel in front of the house. 



 

     On the other hand the conditions for skiing have been perfect since the middle of November and the 
shops selling ski equipment have had a wonderful turnover since then. So also for shops selling 
snowblowers. 
     As you probably understand, I cannot write much about Penstemons, but I can tell you a little about 
our trip with the AGS to Argentina in November/December. 
     The start was absolutely terrible, i.e. when we arrived at Heathrow, to join the Party, Air France had 
closed the check-in counter due to heavy snowfall in Paris, and it took us 5 hours to sort things out, partly 
because 3 of us could not travel via USA.  I for one do not have a machine-readable passport. In the end 
12 people traveled via Atlanta to Buenos Aires, 3 of us via San Paulo to Buenos Aires. Air France flatly 
refused to pay for accommodation at Heathrow or Gatwick, but I got money back from my insurance 
company. However, as far as I know those with the insurance taken out by the travel agency used by AGS 
got nothing back! 
     On arrival in Buenos Aires, we were informed that Aerolingas Argentinas were on strike, so instead of 
traveling from BA to Puerto Madryn by air, which takes 2 - 2 ½ hours, we went by bus, and arrived in 
Puerto Madryn the next morning at 0900. The next day we crossed Argentina to the Andes and discovered 
that spring had started early, but then stopped completely and more snow had fallen on the mountains, so 
we could not for the first week get into the high country to look for plants at all. After that it would only 
get better. 
     In Esquel we went up to a nearby skiing area and located Ranunculus semiverticillatus which I saw 
there 10 years ago, we even found the pink form that I remembered. However, most of the slopes were 
covered in snow, so there was no real show of flowers anywhere. 
     In Bariloche we crossed the lake to botanize in the rain forest, and we walked on a track that took us to 
a 100 year old Fitzroya, very impressive. All of a sudden I felt very small and insignificant. We also 
botanized several days on the pampas east of Bariloche and located a beautiful Anarthrophillum, just as 
good as A. desideratum, this one is called A. strifillopetalum, it had more orangy flowers, two toned, and 
was just coming into flower. 
     Further north again we walked up on Cerro Colohuincul to relocate Viola coronifera, which we found 
in spite of quite a lot of snow on the higher slopes, and we also saw beautiful yellow Chlorea alpina in 
very good form, plenty of Curisia fragrans   growing in cracks in the stone outcrops, large Chlorea 
cylindrostachya, which is green and white, but has very large impressive flowers on large stalks. The 
weather that day was superb and we had a memorable trip to Cerro Colohuincul. 
     Further north again we drove through monkeypuzzle forest, with an understory of Oxalis enneaphylla. 
In one place on the road there were literally sheets of Argylia frustillosa, some more than 0.5 sq.m. large 
covered in flowers. 
     Our last two stops were new to me, and Caviahue in particular will stand out, as we located Jaborosa 
volkmannii on the nearby slopes, as well as a Rhodophiala that the survey team out last year had not 
found at all. The last 10 days of the trip surely made up for the rather bleak start, and I must admit I 
would like to go back to Argentina again another year. 
     You probably wonder what happened to the badgers in the end. They are all gone. In July I telephoned 
people responsible for wildlife in the community, and got the reply that they could not do anything until 
the first of August. So I telephoned again the  1st of August and they came with a large trap that was set at 
the bottom of our garden. The next morning we had trapped the first one, and within 10 days all 4 had 
been dealt with. I do not know if I would do it again however. Once trapped, the animals screamed, and as 
they walked into the trap around midnight, I can assure you that they kept me awake all night. In the end I 
almost went out and let them loose! 
     At the moment it is snowing again, so I had better go out and get the driveway cleared. Maybe I will 
have some news about Penstemons next time around. 
 
 
Thea Unzner, Schoneidhe, Germany  
January 12, 2006 



 

 
     I received the Robin from Libby at the end of November and wasn’t able to pass it on before 
Christmas, because I didn’t have time enough before my departure to Nicaragua. I wanted to spend the 
Holidays with my daughter and her husband in Managua. They have lived there for 1 ½ years and will 
stay another 2 ½ years, so my daughter was really eager to see me. We had a wonderful time with each 
other. Christmas Day and New Year’s Eve were celebrated under green trees and blooming shrubs with 
about 25o-30oC, that’s indeed very different from our Christmas time in Europe! 
     We spent some days in the Pacific Ocean, we jumped into the high waves and walked along the beach, 
where nobody was, only the three of use with our dog! 
     I took photos of plants, shrubs and trees and tried to find out their names. That’s not so easy. NO 
PENSTEMONS! Nice shrubs with yellow and red flowers are Caesalpinia, well known the Euphorbia 
pulcherrima (Christmas-star), Hibiscus, Bougainvillea etc. 
     When we climbed on a non-active volcano, which lost half of the top on its last eruption, (like Mt. St. 
Helens) we found there many orchids, pink-violet Cattleya and smaller yellow-orange ones which I think 
could be Laelia. It was really an event for me to walk around the crater, where the forest is like jungle. 
     What a great variety of plants there are in the world. I hope, people will also take care of them in 
future!! 
     I read with interest all the Robin letters and I’m really glad, that we now can hear also about growing 
Penstemons in Sweden. In my garden Penstemon serrulatus is also growing like a weed as Gunne-Bert 
writes. Penstemon  richardsonii survived the winters, but it is always a weak plant. P. digitalis and 
‘Husker Red’ are the same like serrulatus, they spread out everywhere in the garden. Because they cross 
freely with each other, I have plants with more or less red leaves and stems. Penstemon barbatus also 
isn’t long-lived here, but comes every year anew from seeds, mostly not true, I don’t know, which 
Penstemon it crossed with. So I think, I have almost similar experiences like Gunne-Bert in Sweden. 
       The weather the last year here in Germany like Kari wrote from Norway and Ingemar and Bunne-
Bert from Sweden, experienced a cool spring and summer, but as compensation we had a wonderful 
warm and sunny fall. Now it’s wintertime with snow and ice and nothing to see in the garden, which is 
covered with a white blanket. 
     Ingemar, I am amazed at how the Echinocereus grows in Uto, Have you there such a mild winter? I 
think, it would not be hardy here in Schoneiche. 
     Kari, I hope your Penstemon mensarum survived the winter, it is such a nice plant, but lost it. I like P. 
whippleanus, too, it is always blooming a long time. 
         Dee: I had the same trouble with Penstemon ovatus and P. pruinosus like you had, I always 
compared both species and didn’t find any difference. Maybe the flowers of P. pruinosus are a little bit 
smaller?? 
     I will not take part in the APS meeting in Arizona because I want to take part in the NARGS meeting 
in Utah and I can’t make the long travel twice the year. I hope to see Claire and Dee, Libby and Kari with 
their husband in July in Utah. 
     Nothing else about Penstemons, all plants are buried under the snow, I can’t see anyone! 
 
Ingemar Bjork, Huddinge Sweden 
March 5, 2006 
 
     In my previous letter I mentioned, that I am growing quite a lot of Opuntias outdoors on Uto in the 
Stockholm arachipelago. I am pleased to report, that the summer of 2005 with regard to Cacti flowering 
was the best since my start twenty five years ago. Perhaps that can be related to two spells of - 15o - - 
20oC in February followed by a warm summer. 
     When I read Thea's letter, I noticed that she is amazed that Echinocereus are growing on Uto. Thea is 
referring to a picture of a multi-headed plant, that I bought in New Mexico late in 2004. The fact is, 
however, that the plant so far has only spent the summer outdoors in my Cactus Garden. Late fall I dug up 



 

most Echinocereus for a more comfortable winter storage in a well-lit but unheated storage. There they 
experienced without harm the low temperature spells mentioned above. 
     Concerning Penstemon I can this time only inform you about a few germination trials. In 2000 I 
adapted as my standard procedure Norman Denos paper towel method. In accordance with Denos 
recommendation I started the germination process in a refrigerator at about 5oC (P5) or at room 
temperature (P20) and shifted temperature after 3 months. I sowed 60 Penstemon seed packages to extend 
my germination data base (included in 222.stastockholm.org). However, the results were very 
disappointing. Germination at P20 was practically nil and was also at P5 followed by P20 in most cases 
very bad. A much more encouraging result was achieved with P. newberryi var. newberryi, which I had 
kept in the refrigerator for 6,5 months instead of the ordinary 3 months. The result was: 36% germination 
at P5 within 3 - 6 months followed by 20% germination at P20 within 2 weeks. 
     The long time required for germination at P5 puzzled me a bit. We don’t have that long of winters. In 
my opinion there must be more efficient methods. After a positive trial in 2001, I adapted the procedure 
POUT, which means that the towels in their plastic bags in Jan - Feb are put into my glazed-in balcony. 
During the winter the temperature there closely follows the outside temperature. To increase the number 
of temperature shifts from below to above freezing during prolonged cold periods I usually take the 
plastic bags into room temperatures for a couple of hours once every week or fortnight. 
     In February 2005 we experienced as earlier mentioned, two spells of - 20C. How would the Penstemon 
seeds respond to that? The seeds were sown mid January and the germination started early to mid March 
and was normally completed mid May. The following data shows a few of the germination results with 
APS seeds that had been stored at room temperature. 
 
*P. attentuatus, APS 01-22, 3 years, 85% 
*P. euglaucus, APS 98-160, 6 years, 78% 
*P. globosus, APS 02-018 2 years, 96% 
*P. ophianthus, APS 04-020, 0 years, 80% 
 
     The results clearly indicate that temperatures down to -20oC did not harm the sown Penstemon seeds. 
The results have also convinced me, that low shifting temperatures in most cases are much more efficient 
for Penstemon germination than a constant temperature of 5oC. In fact the method POUT was already two 
years ago adapted as my standard procedure for germination of all seeds, that need stratification. 
     I am now looking forward to the start of germination of the Penstemon seeds sown mid Dec last year. 
When the germination is concluded, I will summarize in English my Penstemon germination results. 
 
With my best regards 
 
 
Gunne-Bert Wedell, Bromma Sweden 
April 12, 2006-04-12 
 
     Jill and Peter, you are gardening in the best part of England and surely your garden is different from 
ours in Sweden. But as usual you can have problems with some species which grow well for us. Believe 
me, sometimes I wish I could move my little garden southward. 
     Last fall was warm and long, ending in Oct. But the winter also was long and cold but as we got snow 
at Christmas time, which stayed until now, most plants have survived well but spring is later. Will be glad 
to hear about the differences between our gardens. 
     Dee, as I have passed your hometown in 1990 in a heavy rain, I do understand that some mildew - 
problem can exist for you. P. richardsonii starts flowering for me in September and I have not yet got ripe 
seeds. Do not think you have the same problem at your latitude. 
     Libby we all share the same problems with true identity of plants, especially the Pents which seem to 
accept pollen from almost any other pent in the vicinity. I have found out that most garden Penstemon 



 

seeds give plants that are different than the name on the packet, even wild collected seeds seems to be 
hybrids sometimes. Your problems with mildew is more seldom met in my garden but some rainy 
summers I meet it too. I wish you good luck with your P. pinifolius. 
     Thea, you surely have had a winter like ours this year, perhaps not as much snow as in some places in 
south Germany and Austria where I heard a report from a flower-friend that he would not use his car for 
three weeks because of 3.5 m of snow, until they could open the street in front of his house. Three days 
later he had got another 1.5 m of new snow and had to let the car stay still again. 
We had an unusually good winter. Snow all time from Christmas until now, about 6 dm (2 feet) which 
stayed for most of the time and the cold was steady, only one short melting period in Febr. 
     Kari, thanks for the interesting report from South America. It is  an interesting part of the flowering 
world which has opened up a little this last decades for us amateurs. Sadly many of those plants are 
difficult to grow for us up here. Nice to hear that your badgers have left without shooting. I think they 
sang a “Goodby to you” when trapped, even if you didn’t understand it. 
     When snow has melted in my garden I can find that only P. serrulatus, P. richardsonii and P. 
pinifolius show life and will continue to grow as usual. Seeds from 20 different species are sown in paper 
and some show signs of germinating and will be potted soon but most of this species will not flower this 
year. Summer will show that Penstemon will grow up this summer and perhaps the next robin letter will 
give richer penstemon-reports. 
 
 
Jill Pitman, Dorset, England 
13 June 2006 
 
     First I must apologize for keeping the ‘Robin’ waiting for my piece. We have been so busy this year 
that the time has simply flown by. 
     It is such a thrill to be writing to like-minded gardeners, and even more so when the practicalities of 
each environment is so different. 
     For those who wonder where we are - Portland sticks out into the English Channel like a birds beak. If 
you can find the county of Dorset on your atlas, Portland is the pointed bit. We used to be well known as 
a Naval Base but they moved to Plymouth and now we’ve got a Sailing Academy where we are told they 
will host an Olympic sailing event in 2012. - As our road system leaves a lot to be desired, we wonder 
how many people will get to Portland to watch before the racing is over. 
     My interest in Penstemon started when Peter and I moved into this house in 1980 after my mother 
died. In the garden were two Penstemon, ‘Garnet’ and ‘Catherine de la Mare’. When we saw Penstemon 
for sale in Garden Centres and Nurseries we started adding to the collection and suddenly we had 85 
named hybrid varieties. I then wrote to the royal Horticultural Society and asked for a Sweat Shirt for 
Peter with ‘Under Gardener” on it (I already had a ‘Head Gardener’ one)!!! Whilst chatting on the typing 
keys I put ‘Oh! By the way, we have 85 varieties of Penstemon here on Portland... and back came the 
forms to apply for a National Collection from the National Council for the Conversation of Plants and 
Gardens. Evidently the NCCPG office was at that time (about 1995) just across the corridor from the 
RHS. We now have roughly 200 named hybrid and lots of species - mainly from APS seed - what a super 
link it is between us? 
     A firm friendship has resulted from Penstemon - one Sunday morning a friend from the local 
Methodist Church opened the garden gate and came in with a lady behind her - the friend said ‘hello Jill, 
this is Heather, she likes Penstemon and her husband is preaching in our Church this morning, and she’s 
heard all her husbands sermons, so I brought her over to you. Heather and her husband David, Peter and I 
have been friends ever since, and Heather visits us whenever David is called to help out in one of the 
Portland Methodist Churches. I joined Heather into the APS two Christmases ago so now she is part of 
the American Penstemon Society. 
      When the seed list came out in January we each selected from it and chose different varieties so we 
each had 40 packets when we had split our acquisitions. 



 

     On reading the ‘Robin’ items I see that some members have acid soil, whereas on Portland we have 
alkaline soil - very limey. As I expect some will know Portland is famous for its limestone. St Pauls 
Cathedral in London is built of it, as is the Cenotaph in Whitehall, and most of Whitehall, Regent Street, 
and Oxford Street, and even Buckingham Palace is faced with it as it was originally brick built. 
     The last time the American Cousins came over I asked them to purchase and bring me two books, the 
Robert Nold ‘Penstemons’ and Dee Stricklers ‘North West Penstemon’ it is lovely to be able to look up 
the names on the list and see a photograph of what you hope will grow and flower. Recently, Heather 
brought down some seedlings, one of which was Penstemon deuteus var. deuteus. When I looked it up in 
Dee Stricklers book I was amazed. If I can get them into flower they should make some useful funds for 
our local charity the Portland St. John Ambulance New Hut fund. We managed to make £650.00 for them 
last year at todays rate (just published) makes $1209.00 - I think/hope!!! 
     My ‘Under Gardener’ Peter is very good at creating tubs and pots for me - a plastic trough from the 
skip now resides outside our setting room window covered in tufa (sand, cement and compost mixed).  
The plastic container is coated with a glue and then spread with the mixture.  When it is nearly dry it is 
marked with the trowel and the bottom of a lemonade bottle giving fancy shapes of daisies, planted up 
with some of last years APS successes which are now in flower.  It looks super and is very attractive to 
our visitors on open days. There are: P. cinicola, jamesii, peckii, euglaucus, wislizenii, richardsonii, 
hirsutus,  alpinus, and hirsutus albiflorus. Several of these were gifts from Heather. We have swopped 
mainly hybrids, but the species are definitely coming into their own now. 
     It’s good it’s still raining or goodness knows when I would have got this done - the rain does some 
good even when we don’t want it. I think it should rain overnight and be fine all summer long!!!  Still 
even a dedicated gardener can’t have everything. 
 
With Very Best wishes to everyone 
  
 
 
 
 

Dee Strickler, Columbia Falls, Montana 
July 7, 2006 
     Here it is, early summer, and my early Pents have come and gone. They include albertinus, wilcoxii 
and the natural hybrids of those two, ellipticus, ovatus, pruinosus, laxus, and attenuatus. Whippleanus, 
lyallii, venustus, cardinalis, eatonii and barbatus are still in glorious bloom. My richardsonii is still in 
bud and will bloom later as usual. 
     John and Ginny Maffitt paid Claire and me a visit in June and stayed a couple of days. We drove to the 
road that climbs the Swan Range, but did not go to the top because of snow above. The road cuts on that 
grade are almost blanketed with albertinus and wilcoxii and their natural hybrids. I think there may be 
some attenuatus mixed in, too. I had hoped the DNA research on Penstemons would throw some light on 
that problem, but I have not seen any published results of that study. Mixed in with the Penstemon were a 
lot of White Mountain Ladyslippers, Cypripedium montanum. I knew some of them were on that road, but 
I had never seen so many before.  The second day we drove to the east side of Glacier National Park, the 
long way around because Going-to-the-Sun road was blocked by snow and wash-outs. We found 
Penstemon eriantherus var. eriantherus, P. nitidus (almost gone), lyallii in bud and the usual albertinus 
and wilcoxii. I won’t even try to recall all of the other wildflowers we saw. 
     Jill, your question about mailing the robins; either Libby or I will send copies of all the letters to the 
editor of the bulletin. 
     Somehow the mailing of the seed list missed me last fall and I did not start any seeds this spring. 
Ginny Maffitt sent me some starts from her garden when she returned home, so I haven’t missed out 



 

completely. Ginny also mentioned that the annual meeting will be in Stanley, Idaho next year at the base 
of the beautiful Sawtooth Mountains. I hope to see some of you there next year. 
 

A Note from the UK 
by Janet Gears, Sheffield, UK 
     The editor recently requested that I write an article for the bulletin outlining my Penstemon growing 
activities in the UK. 
     My name is Janet Gears and I joined the APS in 2001. I am a retired school teacher and a friend of the 
Sheffield Botanical Gardens, where I am a volunteer gardener, helping to raise funds for the restoration of 
the Gardens by raising plants and organizing the plant sales with the help of other “friends” of course. 
     European hybrid penstemons are very popular garden plants but my personal interest in the whole 
genus has developed since joining the APS. Many species are difficult to grow in our climate but I have 
had some success. I am not an alpine specialist as tiny plants in a pot of grit do not appeal. As a member 
of the Hardy Plant Society my interest has always leaned towards big herbaceous perennials to grow in 
borders of rich soil, so I am adapting to growing Penstemons. 
     The seventeen acre Botanical Gardens in the center of Sheffield have just undergone a L6 million 
restoration program involving the renovation of historic pavilion glasshouses and wonderful landscaping 
throughout. Since large areas are still short of plants I have been able to fulfill my ambition to build up a 
collection of penstemons in the Gardens. This is a good symbiotic relationship as I get the space and ideal 
growing conditions in exchange for my donated plants. 
     I have species, for example, P. pinifolius, P. hirsutus pygmaeus, P. kunthii (short form) and Mexicali 
hybrids (from APS Seed Exchange) growing on a purpose built scree together with P. heterophyllus 
cultivars 'Blue Gem', 'Blue Eye' and 'Arctic Fox', a white sport. 
     In May of this year I planted a new display bed of 37 different European Hybrid cultivars, 3 plants of 
each, 7 small flower types e.g. P. campanulatus, 'Ghent Purple' and 'Evelyn' together with some of the 
named Mexicali hybrids e.g. 'Red Rocks', 'Southover', 'Gilchrist', 'Helenetii' and my selection 'Pennine 
Picotee'. 
     In another bed are for plants requiring “Mediterranean” conditions, I am growing P. azureus and more 
P. heterophyllus cultivars, P. barbatus coccineus (tall and short forms), more European hybrids; P. 
pruniosus, P. smallii, P. digitalis 'Husker Red', P. isophyllus and P. hartwegii. Penstemon digitalis is also 
part of the seed mix in an experimental American Prairie planting set out by Professor James Hitchmough 
of Sheffield University. 
     Extending from the Prairie area we have a North American border designed by Dr. Sue Kohler 
(Chairman of FOBS). The planting is designed to show the flora throughout the Northwest through 
California into Mexico. I am oping to plant drifts of 'Prairie Dusk' and  'Prairie Rife' in the sunniest parts 
of this very long border. I have grown  'Prairie Dusk' from the APS Seed Exchange and should be able to 
transplant the one year old plants this autumn after collecting some seed as insurance against winter 
losses. 
     So you can see my Penstemon growing is very experimental but fun and rewarding. I am enhancing 
the Botanical Gardens and educating the general public. I also give talks to anyone who will listen. 
 
 
 

Update on the Registration of Named Cultivars of Penstemon 
by Dale T. Lindgren, North Platte, NE 
     Six names have been registered with the American Penstemon Society in 2006. All were registered on 
August 2, 2006. These named selections are summarized below. We continued to encourage anyone that 
releases a new penstemon cultivar to register it's name with the American Penstemon Society which is 
designated as the International Registration Authority for Penstemon. 
 



 

Name: 'Pennine Purple' APS Registration No. 0602 
Applicant: Janet Gears, Holmley Lane, Dronfield, Sheffield, UK 
Breeder or discoverer: Janet Gears 
Source: Not available. 
Recommended means of propagation: Cuttings 
Description: Plant averages 80 cm in height and 50 centimeters wide at flowering. Stem leaves are about 
112 mm long and about 19 mm wide with slight serrations. It has spike-like, secund inflorescence with 
bell like flowers and flowers from mid-June to November. Flowers are lavender with guidelines. 
Life Expectancy: Unknown. 
 
Name: 'Pinnine Picotee' APS Registration No. 0603 
Applicant: Janet Gears, Holmley Lane, Dronfield, Sheffield, UK 
Breeder or discoverer: Janet Gears 
Source: P. Mexicali 'Gilchrist' 
Recommended means of propagation: Cuttings 
Description: Plant averages 45 to 50 centimeters in height and 40 centimeters wide during flowering.  
Stem leaves are about 85 mm long and about 8 mm wide and serrated. Flowers from June to November. 
Flowers are about 25 mm long and 25 mm wide and bell shaped. Flowers are pink, the outer edge of 
flower is white giving a picotee edge. 
 
Name: 'Pennine Rachel' APS Registration No. 0604 
Applicant: Janet Gears, Holmley Lane, Dronfield, Sheffield, UK 
Breeder or discoverer: Janet Gears at Drunfield 
Source: Not reported. 
Recommended means of propagation: Cuttings 
Description: Plants average 50 centimeters in height and 30 centimeters wide at flowering. Stem leaves 
average 74 mm long and 5 mm wide.  Flowers June to frost. Dark purple, almost black,  flowers with 
white throat, few guidelines.  
Life Expectancy: Unknown 
 
Name: 'Pennine Ellie' APS Registration No. 0605 
Applicant: Janet Gears, Holmley Lane, Dronfield, Sheffield, UK 
Breeder or discoverer: Janet Gears 
Source: P. Mexicali 'Pikes Peak Purple' 
Recommended means of propagation: Cuttings 
Description: Plants average 50 to 60 centimeters in height and 30 centimeters wide at flowering. Stem 
leaves average 65 mm in length and 7 mm wide. Flowers June and July with repeat blooming in 
September.  Flowers are violet, white beneath with a white throat. Guidelines absent. Individual flowers 
are 20 mm long and 15 mm wide. 
Life Expectancy: Unknown 
 
Name: ‘Pennine Holly' APS Registration No. 0606 
Applicant: Janet Gears, Holmley Lane, Dronfield, Sheffield, UK 
Breeder or discoverer: Janet Gears at Drunfield 
Source:P. Mexicali “Pikes Peak Purple' 
Recommended means of propagation: Cuttings 
Description: Plant height averages 45-50 centimeters in height and 50 centimeters wide. Stem leaves 
average 55 mm in length and 14 mm wide and are dark green. Flowers from June to frost. Individual 
flowers are about 22 mm long and 18 mm wide.  Guidelines are present.  Corolla is a showy red with 
white inside throat. Guidelines present. 
Life Expectancy: Unknown 



 

 
Name: 'Pennie Catherine Ann' APS Registration No. 0607 
Applicant: Janet Gears, Holmley Lane, Dronfield, Sheffield, UK 
Breeder or discoverer: Janet Gears at Drunfield. 
Source: Not reported 
Recommended means of propagation: Cuttings 
Description: Plants average 80 centimeters in height and 30 centimeters wide at flowering.  Stem leaves 
are about 84 mm in length and 15 mm wide. Flowers July to November.  Flowers are a rose color with 
guidelines present. 
Life Expectancy: Unknown 
 
 
 

Note from the Editor 
by Dale T. Lindgren, North Platte, NE 
       First of all, I would like to thank all of those who provided input into this issue of the Bulletin of the 
American Penstemon Society; Louise Parsons, Bob Pennington, Ginny Maffitt, Thea Unzner, Janet Gears 
and all the robin members. I would also like to thank the APS officers and APS Board members for the 
great work they are doing in moving this organization forward. We have such a varied group of 
individuals that the diversity can be both a challenge and a source of strength for our organization. 
     I would like to mention several publications related to penstemon that some of our members may want 
to review.  The December 2006 issue of the North American Rock Garden Society Northwestern Chapter 
contains an article by Myrna Jewett entitled “Shrubby Beardtongues with Woolly Anthers - Dasanthera 
Penstemons.”  
      The September 1, 2006 issue of the American Nurseryman contains an article by Dr. Genhua Niu 
entitled “Salinity Tolerance”.  The three Penstemon included in the study, P. eatonii, P. pseudospectablis 
and P. strictus did not respond well in the salinity tests.  
     In a third article, Dr. Andrea Wolfe (one of our APS members) and several other authors, published an 
article entitled “Phylogeny, Taxonomic Affinities, and Biogeography of Penstemon (Plantaginaceae) 
Based on ITS and cpDNA Sequence Data” which appeared in the 2006 American Journal of Botany 
93(11): 1699-1713.  We will probably hear more about this study at the 2007 APS meeting in Idaho. 
     Your editor would like to wish the APS members a good year in 2007.  We are looking forward to 
receiving more articles and photos for the Bulletin of the APS from many of you. 
 
 
 

REGISTRATION FORM  
American Penstemon Society 2007 Central Idaho Annual Meeting  
June 22 to 24, 2007 
 
Note the February 28 advised deadline. Although the beginning of the high tourist season starts with 4th of July, 
this is a beautiful and popular area for weddings and family gatherings. Stanley/Lower Stanley, and Ketchum/Sun 
Valley can become booked-up quickly. You MUST secure your own lodging or camping reservations WELL IN 
ADVANCE. APS Cancellation policy: meeting and meal facilities have been secured in advance. We’ll try to be 
flexible, but if late cancellation incurs expenses for APS, as is likely by March, a full refund might not be possible.  
 
Names of Registrants:_______________________________________ 
 
Address:_________________________________________________  
 
Phone__________________ 



 

 
E-Mail, please.( It will not be used for any other purpose): ____________________ 
 
Put me in touch with others by e-mail who might like to carpool or share facilities (circle one)  YES    NO   
 
Interested in “after trip” to Mackay area? 4-wheel drive not required, but some roads are rough! (circle one)   YES     
NO 
 
 

Events sign-up and fees. 
 
Event; Cost/person; No. people ; Total Cost 
 
Friday Dinner (order from a full menu, but Bridge Street Grill in Lower Stanley  needs a count in advance) no 
attending: __________ 
 
Saturday Chinese Buffet Group Dinner in Ketchum  $20.each 
 No. Attending: ___________      Total Cost: $___________ 
 
Sunday Annual Meeting/catered Dinner at Sawtooth Botanical Garden  $25.each. No. 
Attending:_____________   Total Cost: _______________ 
 
Other Meeting Expenses (mandatory for all participants) $25.each 
Total Attending: $___________   Total Cost: ______________ 
 
Total Cost $__________________ Payment  My/our check, (made out to APS) for $__________ is enclosed. 

 
All other expenses such as meals, accommodations, travel and  incidentals are the responsibility of each participant. 
Car-pooling is strongly recommended. 
 
Disclaimer (please sign below) This is a remote area with limited retail/grocery. Come provisioned and prepared! 
There are inherent risks involved in a trip of this nature, including but not limited to car problems, accidents and 
medical difficulties. Each participant registering must be responsible for his or her own well being and belongings. 
Keep in mind that at times, you may be hours away from a hospital during the trip. If you have any health issues that 
are of concern, you should discuss them with your health professional before you sign up for this trip. Information 
provided by the APS is believed to be from reliable sources, but each participant is encouraged to verify it for 
themselves. Each participant agrees by registering and signing below to hold the APS, its officers, agents and 
members harmless for any and all problems that may occur during the Annual Meeting and Field Trips. 
 
_____________________________________ 
Registrants Signature(s) 
 
You must be a current APS member to participate. Send to reach me by February 28, 2007: Louise Parsons 1915 
SE Stone Street, Corvallis, OR 97333 parsont@peak.org 541-752-7515 cell 541-602-6108 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

The Color Slide Collection 
 
 The Society has an excellent collection of color slides, most of which have been put on a CD by Dr. William R. Gray.  The CD may be 
augmented from time to time as more penstemon slides are collected.  For an individual or for a small group, this is the best way to see the 
collection.  Anyone wishing to do a program for a larger group may request slides of the species of their choice, up to 140.  They will be mailed 
in a Kodak Carousel to arrive a week before the date you set for your program.  There is no charge to borrow them, but you are requested to 
return them immediately following your program, First Class and insured for $250.00.  You may purchase the CD  for $25.00 plus $3.00 postage 
from APS  Books and CD's 110 Calle Pinonero, Santa Fe, NM 87505.   Please contact Ellen Wilde, <ellenw@swcp.com> or 505-982-1406. 
 
Growing Penstemons: Species, Cultivars and Hybrids 
 
 This book, compiled for the American Penstemon Society by Dr. Dale Lindgren and Ellen Wilde, contains descriptions and information on 
location where found, cultivation tips, name derivation and classification of all the species of penstemons  and information on many cultivars and 
hybrids.  In addition there are definitions and diagrams of basic terms used in describing penstemons, a short history of their being brought into 
cultivation and of the American Penstemon Society.  There are chapters on growing and caring for them, propagation and hybridizing.  
Appendices  give recommended penstemons for different parts of the country,  lists of species by state, region, and in many National Parks, 
botanic gardens that feature penstemons, sources for seeds and plants, criteria for judging penstemons in flower shows,  and a list of other sources 
of information on penstemons.  It may be ordered from ‘APS Books and CD’s’ or from  Infinity Publishing Co. on line 
<www.buybooksontheweb.com> or toll free (877)Buy Book. It will soon be available in many nurseries and botanical gardens or you can request 
them to order it from the printer.   
 
The Library 
 
 The Penstemon Library consists of all the Bulletins of the American Penstemon Society published since 1946 and several studies and 
reproductions of articles about penstemons from various publications, as well as other books on penstemons.  Call Ellen Wilde about borrowing 
them at (505) 982-1406. 
 
Penstemon Publications by Kenneth and Robin Lodewick 
 
Penstemon Notes. 1991 Miscellaneous notes on the genus.   $3.00. 
Penstemon Field Identifier  A sketchbook of about 260 species.  $12.00. 
Penstemon Nomenclature 3rd Edition 2002.  Lists all known botanical names applied to the genus.  $6.75. 
Key to the Genus Penstemon  Covers 271 penstemon species and 15 related species in 5 other genera.  $9.00 US and Canada,  $11.00 overseas. 
(The cost of ordering Nomenclature and the Key at the same time is $13.75 for APS members only.) 
What is a Penstemon? A slide show that may be rented; you pay for return.  $5.00.  Cannot be sent outside US.   
 
Write Kenneth Lodewick, 2526 University St. Eugene, OR 97403.  Checks payable to Kenneth Lodewick. 

 

 


